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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Abstract: The world is connected digitally and the security of Local Area Networks has been 
dangerous increasingly. A process that is especially designed to secure networks from different 
ouside attacks is known as Cybersecurity. In this article, a Local Area Network threat scenario is 
discovered especially concentrating on the extraction of credentials by capturing the Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol packets. Most of the time, Local Area Network can be said a secure, but sometimes 
itcan have many vulnerablities to cybersecurity threats. An attacker can be connected with Local 
Area Network and using packets capturing and network anlysing tool wireshark; they can exploit 
the Hypertext Transfer Protocol vulnerabilities to obtain login credentials. Attackers have motives 
to get specific credentials, they perform actions to get IP addresses, emal addresses being used in 
communication and financial details, by network trffic examination. Differenet protocols such as 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol, Address Resolution Protocol, and Transmission Control Protocol are 
can be captured and analyzed by this tool. To get filtered packets, Wireshark provides the best 
filtering selections and interpret into packets. For the security of Local Area Network, 
implementation of various security approaches including encryption of data and protocols, Firewall, 
IDS/IPS implementation, network segmentation, ethernet cables usage, use of Hypertext Transfer 
Protocol Secure and Multifactor authentication is deployed. Network traffic should be monitored, 
apply port security, and allow only registered Media Access Control in Access Point. The proposed 
solution enhanced the security of the Local Area Network and mitigated the cybersecurity threats. 
Network and connected devices monitoring regularly and activity of traffic packet-capturing tools 
can make the Local Area Network more secure. 

Keywords: Cybersecurity; Wireshark; Vulnerabilities; HTTP; LAN-based; Capture data; Credentials; 
Mitigation. 

 
1. Introduction 

Security of Local Area Networks has been a very serious issue in the digital world day by day. For the 
protection of all digital devices from different threats, a Cyber security process is designed [1]. A wired 
network in which different users are communicating is known Local Area Network (LAN). LAN is the 
backbone of the organizational operations that facilitates communication between users [13].  In LAN 
many security threats can be dangerous for the network. Hypertext Transfer Protocol that works on port 
80 is vulnerable in LAN [2]. For capturing the HTTP packets, a packet-capturing tool named Wireshark is 
used. This is a powerful packet-capturing tool that plays an important role in unveiling network difficulties 
and offers insight into the exploitation of HTTP packets for credentials access [12]. Wireshark has ability 
to capture and then analyze many protocols such as HTTP, ARP, TCP, DNS etc. [3]. 
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1.1. Local Area Network 
LAN is the type of computer network where many devices are connected within a physical limited 

area including Office building, home, or school is called Local Area Network. An organization has LAN as 
its backbone for operations and most resources including printers, files are shared, and internet 
connectivity is provided [14]. LANs are helpful for education and critical to ensure security against threats. 
LANs are vulnerable to cyber security threats such as data breaches and unauthorized access. Using the 
network traffic capturing and analysis tool, vulnerabilities of network can be found and mitigated [3]. LAN 
figure is given as figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Local Area Network Design 

1.2. Wireshark Tool 
Wireshark is a network protocol analyzer tool available as open source and used to examine and 

understand network traffic using protocols within a network. Being a useful tool, it allows users to capture 
the traffic, analyse and interpret the packets to valued insight into network behavior and vulnerabilities 
presented in that network [4]. A LAN defense is used to recognize different threats which can be mitigated. 
To address the security weak points, protocol vulnerabilities, and traffic behavior, this tool is used [3].  
1.3. Network Protocols 

In LAN, there are many protocols used for effective communication and data exchange. Using 
Wireshark, fundamental protocols can be captured. Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is a connection-
oriented protocol and can be used for the establishment of a connection between two devices [5]. Internet 
Protocol (IP) is used for the addressing and packet routing within the network. It provides the foundation 
for the internet so devices can communicate by unique addresses for each device. Hypertext Transfer 
Protocol (HTTP) is a protocol that is used to transmit hypermedia documents between devices. It provides 
communication on the World Wide Web (WWW) and allows browsers to display webpages [6].  File 
Transfer Protocol (FTP) is used for file transfer from server to client over the network. Simple Mail Transfer 
Protocol (SMTP) is used for email sending across the network. Domain Name System (DNS) is used to 
change domains that are human-readable into IP addresses [4]. 

 
2. Related Work 

The wireshark role was emphasized as a network protocol analyzer that addresses an important need 
for an administrator to find and overcome potential threats in the network. It provided the ability of 
Wireshark to inspect and analyze network traffic and provide the OSI model traffic flow in the network. It 
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reported different LAN attacks including MAC flooding, ARP poisoning, DNS spoofing, and DOS attacks. 
It also demonstrated how Wireshark can detect and address security challenges [3]. 

Different network security threats and their mitigation methods were reported in detail. For the 
protection of network threats, different security methods including strong passwords, security policies 
enforcement, use of Firewalls, and monitoring the network activities were proposed [7].    

The dataset role was emphasized in the evaluation of the efficacy of deep packet inspection (DPI) for 
cyber security. Due to the complexity of cyber threats, different researchers emphasized the need for 
different datasets to cover a wide range. Datasets were taken from cybersecurity organizations to find 
harmful and harmless network actions. Overall DPI work is elaborated to improve cybersecurity in real-
time [1]. 

In accessing network security, current research, methodologies, and tools are reported well in the 
systemic review. Gaps in present work and future suggestions to enhance the penetration testing practices 
were provided [14]. A complete guide to new researchers for the network security assessment was 
provided for further investigation and exploitation of network vulnerabilities [8]. 

The packet sniffer's role played in the network traffic analysis was described with a concise overview. 
Using packet sniffing tools, different cybersecurity threats such as bottlenecks, potential security threats, 
and service disruption in computer networks were highlighted [16]. The ability of packet sniffers to 
monitor, analyze, and map network traffic is succinctly outlined here. Packet sniffers have functionalities 
to detect and then mitigate different local area attacks to enhance the security and resilience of the network 
[9]. 

Protection of IoT-based smart homes from cyber threats was reported. Some threats including 
unauthorized access to someone’s data, vulnerabilities of the network and data breaches in smart homes 
were highlighted. For the protection of home network from various kinds of attacks, many security 
mechanisms including encryption method, authentication, network monitoring and updating the system 
were deployed [10]. 

Some key challenges for the security of Wireless Local Area Network  (WLAN) were described. 
Various loopholes like way to unauthorized access and lack of encryption method were highlighted to 
focus on the implementation of wireless technologies [15]. Bes security mechanisms including encryption 
of data using protocols, strong authentication with MFA, and deployment od intrusion detection systems, 
to mitigate these threats highlighted the importance of strong security implementation. The major aim was 
to provide short insights into the WLAN security for the confidentiality and integrity of wireless 
communication could be ensured [11]. 

In our research, the main objective is to capture packets and explore them using a packet sniffer such 
as Wireshark, and then go insight into HTTP packets for taking credentials. As finding the vulnerability of 
HTTP, we have to capture HTTP Post packets and can obtain login credentials including usernames and 
passwords of the users communicating on the  network. After identification of various vulnerabilities, our 
main aim is to apply different security  approaches for the protection of our Local Area Network and its 
traffic. Our research aims to enhance LAN security through implementation of security mechanisms.  

 
3. Material and Methodology 

By adopting all critcal steps, we should find the HTTP vulnerabilities, packet capturing, interpret into 
packets, obtain credentials, and then to make it secure, implement some security measurements. Being the 
security analyst, we have to explore vulnerabilities in our Local Area Network (LAN). Using Wireshark 
which is a powerful tool to capture and analyze the traffic, we explored insight into traffic and protocols.   
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3.1. Get Access to LAN 
Using different techniques such as password dictionary attacks having SSID of WLAN and using 

Ethernet connectivity, we got access to Local Area Network (LAN). We opened our device CMD and found 
the IP address using the command "config/all". We obtained the IP address and default gateway of the 
network. We scanned the network ID into the network scanner tool and found that many users were 
working on the LAN. We got their IPs, OS, and open ports by applying "nmap” commands. 
3.2. Capture LAN Traffic 

We started the Wireshark application on our device and used an appropriate network interface to get 
network traffic. By having a Wi-Fi connection we clicked on the Wi-Fi interface module and waited for 
some time to capture a lot of network traffic. We got packets with different IPs, protocols, and services. We 
waited and explored network traffic continuously as shown in Figure 2. As users on LAN were 
communicating, we monitored their activities.  

 

Figure 2. Wireshark Packets Capturing Results 
3.3. Capture HTTP Packets 

We got a lot of packets but we wanted to find the http services. Using filter "http" we obtained traffic 
with only HTTP GET and POST packets. We observed that there were some POST packets given in 
captured traffic. In this step, we got the Packet number, Time, Source and Destination IP address, Protocol, 
and information regarding them as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. HTTP Packets Captured 
3.4. Analyze HTTP Packets 

To analyze the network traffic, in the filter, we applied "http.method == "POST"". We got some packets 
with the HTTP post. Their IPs, protocols, and information were given there. We analyzed Post HTTP 
packets to get their sender and receiver IP addresses. We explored the port numbers associated with the 
sender and receiver. Window size, packet size, header, and other related information were explored. 
3.5. Identify Credentials Threats 

In this section, we explored the part as a hypertext transfer protocol in Wireshark. We obtained 
information regarding the URL where credentials were used, credentials including username and 
password. We got that they were given in plaintext and read by humans easily. We got credentials used by 
users in LAN and they got logged in and performed their activities. That was the actual HTTP vulnerability 
captured by Wireshark as shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. Credentials Obtaining in HTTP Packets 
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3.6. Mitigate Credentials Threats 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol is used for the plaintext information and does not use any encryption 

method. We aimed to mitigate the credentials; we applied encryption in login and used HTTPS instead of 
HTTP. Different mechanisms such as applying multifactor authentication, encryption, physical security of 
LAN, and firewall rules allow only permitted users to be connected.  
3.7. Monitor Network Activity 

After the implementation of security measurements, we monitored our LAN regularly. We also used 
network scanning tools to scan networks and open ports which are vulnerable. We applied again security 
mechanisms to close the vulnerable ports on every device on LAN. Using Wireshark, capture traffic to 
check different protocols and their vulnerabilities, and working, we monitor any unauthorized access in 
the network. Methodology steps are given in figure 5. 

 
Figure 5. Methodology Steps to Find HTTP Vulnerability 

 
4. Results 

We applied Wireshark and captured network traffic, we analyzed the HTTP vulnerability. HTTP is 
vulnerable and its login credentials can be explored by its packet interpretation. In LAN network access 
any unauthorized person can provide access to the network and using any network scanning tool, an 
attacker can scan and then sniff packets using sniffers such as Wireshark. In our LAN, we explored HTTP 
vulnerability, and its Post packet and then got login credentials used by any other user in the network. 
Results provide information on the effectiveness of network sniffer "Wireshark" and analyzing network 
traffic, vulnerabilities, and attacks to obtain credentials using HTTP post Packets as shown in Table 1 and 
figure 6. Implementation of high-security measurements makes LAN well-secured and enhances 
organizational security.  
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Figure 6. Login Credentials 

Table 1. HTTP Packets Captured Results 
Src. IP Dst. IP Protocol Username Password 

192.168.18.147 65.61.18.117 HTTP admin admin 

192.168.133.241 65.61.18.117 HTTP admin it123 

192.168.133.243 65.61.18.117 HTTP itian 123itian 

 
5. Discussion 

LAN is the backbone of the operations of any organization. Its security is the main concern because it 
contains very confidential information. Due to a lack of understanding and awareness of network security, 
mostly LANs can be compromised. It is well known that HTTP is vulnerable, but still, many organizations 
are using HTTP web servers and domains so the chances of their compromising are increased. 
Unauthorized access can lead to stealing information or destroying organizational operations. So security 
measurements are necessary to be implemented with secure socket layer (SSL) certificates. Regular 
monitoring of the network is necessary to make LAN secure.  

 
6. Conclusion 

This study demonstrated that Wireshark is a powerful tool used to capture, analyze, and interpret 
packets of network traffic. The use of network scanning and sniffing tools like Wireshark is to analyze 
HTTP packets and explore credentials on LAN. HTTP packets contained plaintext credentials that were 
used by LAN users. LAN is important for any organization that keeps different types of confidential 
information, so its security is very crucial. Applying security techniques such as physical security, use of 
Firewall, use of HTTPS, encryption, multifactor authentication, and monitoring enhanced the LAN security. 
Regular updating of the passwords is also the best technique to make the login secure which needs OTP 
encrypted in network traffic to secure the LANs.  
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